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A great success in the investigation of the matter structure 

in accelerator experiments has been. achieved during the last 20 

years. The x-distributions of 'quarks' and gluons in nucleon'.have 

been measured mainly on' unpolarized targets in ·deep inelastic 

charged leptons and neutrino interactions. Besides, Q2-evolution 

of quark distributions was also studied and the vector nature of 

gluons was confirmed (we· mean that x is a Bjerken ·scaling 

variable and Q2 , is a, square of the momentum transferred from 

lepton vertex to hadron syste'.11) . One of the questions which_ has 

not· been enough investigated till the present moment, is the 

internal spin etructure of the nucleon. 

The recent meaeurements of the polarized quark 

distributions[!] and checking of· sum rulee[2-4] have shown the 

necessity to etudy· constituent helicitiee and· their orbital 

angular momentum contributione to the proton spin in future. The 

information about the quarkhelicity contributione canbe derived 

from deep inelastic scattering 'of·polarized leptons on polarized 

targete, and the antiquark contributions - from meaeurements of 

"massive" Drell-Yanmuon.pairs in pp-interactions[5]. Th~ data on 

the gluon contribution to· nucleon spin can be obtained from 'the 

direct photon[6] or hadronic jet[7] analysis in polarized 

pp-collisions. The rare· possibility to measure gluon structure 

functions, both: polartzed and unpolarized, can be realized 

' inveetigating J/\f) production in .reaction 
( 1) -

The method to measure gluon structure functions is based on· 

the assumption of J/\f) pruduction in (1) via gluon-photon fusion 

mechaniem[8-11](see Fig.1). The measured quantity containing the 

information on spin.:.dependent structure function is asymmetry 

, where 

...... , ... .., 
dO is the interaction cross-section when the - muon and 

nucleon spine are parallel(antiparallel). 

For the subprocess µhciri'·cq·) --->µ(k' )g(k)J/\f)(P) in 

reaction (1) let us define the following common variables: 



x=Q2/2q'q, y=qq'/q'l, z=q'P/q'q, 

where 1 (q') is the momentum of the muon (gluon) of helicity h(A) 

and q is the momentum of the virtual photon (q2 =-Q2 ). 

Consequently, defining a new invariant at a hadronic level, 

~=Q2 /2PNq, where PN is the momentum of the nucleon, the 

cross-section of reaction (1) can by written in the form: 

d0hk X max 

ax;;ayaz = f 
XH 

~ {a ( _:!! S ) ~~!!~::~ + G ( -~ S ) ~~!:!~:::~ } 
x + x' C dxdydz - x' C dxdydz 

I 

, (2) 

where x = zQ2 /(M2 +zQ2
), S = M2+ PT2 

, G+(G ) being the gluon max c . -
distribution with helicity parallel(antiparallel) to the parent 

nucleon helicity .. The expression for the cross-section of the 
~ 

process d0hA/dxdydz is given, for example, in[12). Further, we 

have applied the gluon distribution parametrization set I and set 

II from[13]. In case of set I the valence quarkB carry 62%, 

qluons carry 33% and sea quark(antiquark) car.ry 5% of the proton 

spin. In caBe of set II sea quark(antiquark) contribution to the 

proton BPin is -13%(13]. 

Using expression (2) for cross-Bection, the aBymmetry can be 

read: 

where 

gluon 

the 

A(xH,y,z) 

~Q __ _ 
xmax dx_ AG( ~/x,Sc) -~dydz -x! __ ::: ________________________ _ 
xfax~~~- G(~/x,Sc) 

XH 

·dO ---------
dxdydz 

AG(xH/x,S
0

)=G+(xH/x,SH)-G_(xH/x,S
0

) is the spin-dependent 

diBtribution and G(xH/x,S
0

) = G+(xH/x,S
0

)+G_(xH/x,S
0

) iis 

unpolarized gluon diBtribution. In the analysis, 

following[9, 11], we restrict ourselves • considering only region 

Pi>0.4 GeV~ 0.3<Z<0. 7 and we have used the following constants: 

re+e-=4.8 KeV is the electronic width.of the J/~, MJ/~=3.1 GeV, 

li.=200 MeV. The polarization for the beam and the target were 

chosen equal to 0.8. 

In Fig.2 we plot the z-dependence of asymmetry A(z) for. 

Q2=10 GeV2 and two values Eµ, 200. GeV ·and 400 GeV, UBing 

parametrization set I and set II for gluon distribution. Let UB 

BtreBB that aBymmetry decreases with the Eµ increasing. It 
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happens due to AG(y,
1 

)/G(y 
1 

) increaBing•while E,, increases and 
2 

m n m n ~-
Q and z are fixed. · 

In Fig.3 the A(z) versUB ,? is shown. When Q
2 

.increaBeB, -'

y 
1 

also increaBes that leadB to the larger asymmetry, 
m n 

However, when Q2 increases - the cross-section of J/~ production 

is rapidly going down. To illustrate it in Fig.4 we have plotted 

cross-section d0/dz versus Q
2

• 

Fig.5 Bhows cross-section d0/dz versus Eµ for z=0.3 and 

z=0.7,_ P~>0.4 GeV2 (the integration runs from Q;1~0.5 GeV
2

). It 

iB clear that in the given interval of Eµ the maximal 

cross-section growth lies in the region less than 200 GeV. 

. At the energies which are big enough for bb production, the 

contribution to the asymmetry. comes alBo from the T · production 

(see fig.6) Here the sign of the sea quark polarization is chosen 

as positive(set I). 
In ref. [ 14, 15 J it was stressed that the difference between 

the differential cross-sectiona and the gluon-photon fusio~ model 

prediction, requires to introduce normalization factors ~2.5. 
To understand the reason of this difference it is necessary to 

perform a more substantial theoretical and experimental. analysis. 

of the process. 
It is possible to investigate the considered problems at 

U-:-600 in the ex p eriment wi t h Superconducting Toroidal 

Spectrometer(STORS) which provides large luminoBity and large 

acc_eptance in a wide range of x and Q2 [1.6]. The proposed layout 

·of· the experiment includeB the possibility to measure muon 

momenta and angleB between them with .,;_ resolutio~ ~1%. The 

estimation has shown that at these experimental condi'tions the 

mass resolution in J/~ and T region is ~2%, the.acceptance for 

J/~ is ~15%. 
Exposing ST0RS[16] with two 1 m ammonia(NH3 ) targets 

polarized in opposite direction by l.4*10
14 

muons at Eµ=200 

Gev*, one can record ~7*108 µN-events in the. region 0.0l<x<0.9, 

4;<Q2 <160.GeV2 . This is by ~4.3*102 times more than ·the number of 

eventB in experiment. EMC[ 1] and by ~2~ 3*10
2 

times more than in 

experiment SMC[17] where polarized structure function g 1 have 

been measured. The quantity given above, approximately 

correBpondB to the integrated muon flux during 

* The estimation of muon flux on U-600 has been done by the 

Beams Department at IHEP. 
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working days of th~ accelerator with 50% efficiency. 

The designed intensity of the UNK muon beam will a°Ilow to 

study the asymmetry caused by J/(V production on the polarized 

target. The estimation has shown that when exposing STORS[16] 

with two 1 m polarized targets of ammonia by l.4*1014 muons at 

Eµ=200 GeV,. ·it is possible to record "'7*103 J/(V events in the 

region 0.25 < z < 0. 75, decaying into two muons. In the table 

there are the estimated asymmetries and uncertainties, averaged 
2 . 

over Q • 

z - ·0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

!-------------------------------------------------------
A(z) 0.081 0.090 0.099 0.107 0.115 

:-------------------------------------------------------: 
/:iA/A 0.84 0.53 0.37 0.29 0.26 

In the conclusion, let us stress· that. the muon energies at 

U-600 are convenient to investigate .the muoproduction of J/(!,. The 

extended polarized targets("'2 m or longer each) an,d the time 

increase of data taking will allow to measure the asymmetry with 

the better precision. From this experiment the gluon polarized 

structure functions can be extracted and the gluon-photon fusion 

model predictions can be ·checked. However, such an experiment 

requires precision measurements (large luminosity and large 

acceptance) in the wide range of kinematic variables. 

The authors are very grateful to prof. I.A.Savin for very 

important comments and substantial discussion of this paper also 

we would like to express deep recognition to Chubakova S. for 

translation of the paper. 
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Fig.1 Leading order Feynmann diagram for muoproduction 

of J/(!, via gluon-photon fusion model. 
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Fig.2 'rhe z-dependence ~f asymmetry A(z) for Q2=10 GeV2 , 

Eµ= 200 GeV and 400 GeV. I - prediction using 

positive sea polarization, II - prediction using 

negative sea polarization. 
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Fig.3 
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The Q2 dependence of the asymmetry A(z) for Eµ=200 GeV 

and z=0.7. The curves I and II are the· same as in Fig.2. 
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Fig.4 The Q2 .dependence of the cross-section dO/dz for 

Eµ=200 GeV, z=0.3 and z=0.7. 
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Fig.5 The Eµ dependence of J/~ production cross-section for 

z=0.3. and z=0.7. 
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Fig.6 The Q2 dependence of the cross-sections dO/dz in 

J/~ and T production for Eµ=200 GeV, z=0.7. 
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An:11eB P.M., KpHBOXlDKHH B.r., Ycy6oB 3.Y. 
0 BO3MO%HOCTH ncCJie1wnaHnII po)K)].eHn.si: J hp qacTim; 
u rmOOHHbIX pacrrpe,a;eJieHHJI Ha MIOOHHOM rryqKe Y-6OO 

El-94-228 

Ilpu :mepru.si:x MIOOHHOro rryqKa Y-6OO ,a;m.1 peaKu;uu µN ➔ µJ hpX rrpune
,a;eHbI rrpe,a;cKa3aHH.sI ,JJ;JI.sI ,a;mpct:,epeHu;ua.,'IbHbIX ceqeHHJI H aCHMMeTpHH, 
paccqnTaHHbie B MO,JJ;eJIH rJIIOOH-ct:,OTOHHOro CJIH.sIHH.sI. 

Pa6oTa BbIIIOJIHeHa n Jla6opaTOpHH cnepXBbICOKHX :mepruII 011.5111. 

Coo6ll.\eH11e O6i,ei:111HCHHOro 11HCT11TyTa ll/:lepHhIX 11ccJie/:IOBaH11i1. JJ:y6Ha, 1994 

Aliyev R.M., Krivokhizhin V.G., Usubov Z.U. 
The Possibility to Investigate J hp Production 
and Gluon Distributions Using Muon Beam of U-6OO 

El-94-228 

This paper presents the differential cross section and asymmetry 
predictions for reaction µN➔µJ /i.pX in the gluon-photon fusion model at the 
U-6OO energies. 

The investigation has been performed at the Particle Physics Laboratory, 
JINR. 
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